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Declaration of Independence of 
Cyberspace: twenty years on
Photo by Joi Ito, http://www.flickr.com/photos/joi/835394449/, CC BY 2.0
'You have no 
sovereignty where 
we gather'
'Nor do you possess any 
methods of enforcement that 
we have true reason to fear."

Control over infrastructure: 
from very crude methods
To more sophisticated forms 
of control
There are global efforts to require 
intermediaries to exercise more 
control over their networks.
Continued efforts to make 
ISPs responsible for users
New efforts to regulate search 
engines and others linking to 
prohibited material
States have found ways to regulate 
the focal points of control
1. Who controls the pipes, 
Controls the universe. 
2. We need to pay 
attention to the role of 
private actors
Governance, broadly defined, is  
“the management of the course of 
events in a social system” 
 — Burris et al. 2008
We have almost no idea about 
how decisions are made.
Google now processes 65 Million 
takedown requests a month
Almost everything we know is based on 
anecdotes, leaked evidence, and lobbying 
docs
A wide range of intermediaries 
govern online behavior
Platforms themselves are engaging in 
multiple regulatory games around the world
There is increasing pressure from civil 
society groups for intermediaries to 
resist obligations to do more
Civil society groups are caught in a 
conflict over speechBut at the same time, there is growing 
social pressure to do more. 
Contests of governance are 
increasingly of everyday concern for 
ordinary users
3. We need better 
theory
"We believe that from ethics, enlightened 
self-interest, and the commonweal, our 
governance will emerge.” 
— JPB Declaration of Independence
"We will create a civilization of the 
Mind in Cyberspace. May it be more 
humane and fair than the world your 
governments have made before."
Terms of Service 
is “the 
governing 
document that 
we'll all live by” 
Image: Brian Solis, https://www.flickr.com/photos/briansolis/
2696190509/
Transparency and due process as 
core governance values
Rising pressure to be more consistent 
and more transparent
And to take more 
responsibility for the ways 
that platforms are used.
And maybe design features 
that empower users
Governance is a complex network of 
pressure and accountability
Private regulatory 
partnerships
Lots of work to be done
• We know very little about how 
platforms make decisions, and we 
don't have the tools to make 
platforms accountable for these 
decisions 
• We have almost no idea about 
how to enrol platforms in 
legitimate regulatory projects 
(without leading to a race to the 
bottom) 
• We don't have the tools to help 
platforms deal with real conflicts 
of liberties (avoiding lowest 
common denominator regulation)
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